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functional genome annotation of species with substantial
phenotype information.

Abstract
We describe the organization of a nascent
international effort, the Functional Annotation of
Animal Genomes (FAANG) project, whose aim is to
produce comprehensive maps of functional elements
in the genomes of domesticated animal species.

Predictive biology: from sequence to consequence
Most phenotypes are complex and quantitative in nature, and a major goal of biological research lies in using
genome information to predict such complex outcomes,
whether it is the efficacy of a drug, susceptibility to cancer, or the performance of the daughters of an elite dairy
bull. Many of the recent advances in biology have been
driven by genome sequence information. The capability
to sequence and decipher the instructions encoded in
complex animal genomes quickly and at modest cost is
now well established. The next challenge is to be able to
read the subtlety and complexity of these instructions
and to predict the resulting phenotypes, that is, to predict the consequences encoded in sequences. While significant progress in functional genome annotation has
been made using various human cell types [1], we argue
that filling the genotype-to-phenotype gap requires
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The unique value of domesticated animal species
for accelerating our understanding of genomes
and phenomes
Research on domesticated animals has important scientific and socioeconomic impacts, including contributing
to medical research, improving the health and welfare of
companion animals, and underpinning improvements in
the animal sector of agriculture. A key to these impacts
is the wealth of genetic and phenotypic diversity among
domesticated animals, coupled with research to elucidate
the genetic architecture underlying quantitative traits.
From association to causation: pioneering success in
domesticated species

Deep pedigrees with extensive phenotypic records, genetic and phenotypic diversity shaped by natural and artificial selection, and the latest molecular genomics and
statistical tools provide an opportunity to understand
the relationship between genotype and phenotype in
outbred domesticated and farmed animal species [2].
We cite four examples of past successes. First, the identification of a single base-pair change as the causal genetic
variant for the complex callipyge muscle hypertrophy
phenotype in sheep [3]. Second, the finding that a single
nucleotide change in the 3’-untranslated region of the
sheep myostatin gene creates a new microRNA binding
site that decreases myostatin protein expression [4]. Third,
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the identification of a single nucleotide change in an IGF2
intron that is the causal mutation for a quantitative trait
locus with effects on muscle growth and fat depth in pigs
[5]. Finally, the finding that a premature stop codon in the
DMRT3 gene has a major effect on the pattern of locomotion in horses [6]. Much of the genetic variation underlying quantitative traits is likely to be located in regulatory
sequences [7], and two of the examples cited above [3,5]
demonstrate the importance of epigenetic mechanisms in
determining complex phenotypes.
Evolution, selection, adaptation

The study of genomes of domesticated animals provides
insight into evolution, adaptation and genetic selection.
Domesticated and farmed animals represent a wide evolutionary spectrum from bees, through shellfish, fish, birds
and mammals, and analyses of their genomes have revealed
relationships between sequence and function [8-12].
Genome-wide analysis of domesticated species and their
putative wild ancestors has shed light on domestication
[8,13-15]. Importantly, the footprint of artificial selection
can also be detected and provides glimpses of the relationship between sequence and selected phenotypes [16-18].
Biomedical models

Several domesticated animal species are widely used to
model human biology, including the pig, sheep, chicken
and dog. However, while coding sequence variants can be
major determinants of phenotype as exemplified by many
monogenic inherited diseases, attempts to recapitulate the
disease phenotype in genetically modified mice often fail
[19]. This lack of accurate translation to human biology
demonstrates the need for a better understanding of
the genotype-to-phenotype relationship [20], potentially
through the use of additional species that better approximate human physiology [21].
Modeling animals as systems: success in phenotypic
selection but little mechanistic knowledge

Animals are complex systems in which predicting phenotype from genotype (sequence) is challenging. However,
quantitative geneticists and animal breeders have been
remarkably successful at developing statistical animal models that are effective predictors of future performance
[22]. The accuracy of these models has been increased by
using high-density single nucleotide polymorphism genotypes [22,23]. Further improvements can be achieved
through the use of genome sequence data [24-26] and by
adding knowledge of the likely effects of the sequence variants, whether coding or regulatory [27]. However, while
artificial selection acting on the enormous underlying
genetic diversity has made improvements in traits of economic importance, there is little understanding of the biological mechanisms underpinning such phenotypes.
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Recent progress in animal genome sequencing
provides new opportunities in elucidating the
genotype-to-phenotype connection
Coordinated genome-wide identification of functional elements in multiple species would be an invaluable resource
for the dissection of genotype-to-phenotype relationships.
The evolutionary breadth of the Encyclopedia of DNA
Elements (ENCODE) projects has been expanded from
humans to classical model species (mouse [28,29], Drosophila [30], Caenorhabditis elegans [31] and zebrafish
[32]). However, transcriptome complexity differs significantly between species [33]; in general, extrapolation of
regulatory sequence data across species has not proven
useful [34]. In line with previous evidence, the mouse
ENCODE project provided multiple lines of evidence
that gene expression and its underlying regulatory programs have substantially diverged between the human
and mouse lineages, although a subset of core regulatory programs is largely conserved [29]. Thus, additional
sampling of species, especially those with deep phenotypic
records, is needed to fully understand how these functional elements define the timing, amplitude and response
to developmental and environmental cues [35].
A prerequisite for mapping functional elements is a reference genome assembly. Reference genome sequences have
been established for a range of important domesticated animals (Additional file 1). However, the annotation of these
genome sequences is currently limited to gene models deduced using RNA expression and DNA variation data.
Thus, in comparison to human and mouse, the complexity
of the transcriptomes in domesticated animals is inadequately characterized. This is exacerbated by the fact that
while 70% to 90% of the coding elements can be readily
identified, there is little information on noncoding genes,
and even less on the regulatory sequences that often underlie complex traits.
The ENCODE and epigenome consortia have already
demonstrated that improved functional annotation is most
efficiently delivered collaboratively [1,28-32,36]. Thus, in
combination with filling the gap in deriving phenotype
from genotype described above, this advantage is a strong
motivation for an internationally coordinated Functional
Annotation of Animal Genomes (FAANG) project as proposed below.
The FAANG Consortium
In January 2014, a workshop was convened by the Animal
Biotechnology Working Group of the EU-US Biotechnology
Research Task Force in San Diego, CA, USA. During this
workshop, and in subsequent discussions, basic principles
were laid out to establish the FAANG Consortium and to
outline plans for a FAANG project (see below). The aim
of the Consortium is to produce comprehensive maps of
functional elements in the genomes of domesticated
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animal species based on common standardized protocols
and procedures. The FAANG Consortium signatories are
committing to work within the FAANG community to define and improve experimental, metadata and bioinformatics standards; ensure that experiments conducted to
produce functional annotation adhere to these standards;
and release all the experimental and metadata in an open
access manner, rapidly and before publication, in accordance with the Toronto Statement [37].
A web portal has been established to consolidate and
distribute information on the FAANG Consortium (standardized protocols and pipelines of analysis, data summaries, and publications) and as a means for new participants
to join the Consortium [38]. Additional details on the
FAANG Consortium, including current membership and
goals, can also be found on the web portal.

Delivering the FAANG project
The human ENCODE project cost over $150 million
and involved at least 442 scientists in 32 institutions
around the world. Lessons learned from this project
and advances in high-throughput technologies have
transformed the ease and efficiency with which this type
of project can be executed. A coordinated effort to generate data from similar tissues using common core assays to
minimize redundancy and leverage existing activity will
enable the FAANG project to make significant progress in
a cost-effective manner. ENCODE-type data will be generated at a fraction of the original cost and in a distributed
way, thanks to the modular nature of experiments.
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collecting, storing and sharing tissues for initial data collection as well as holding them in reserve for future additional assays. Similarly to recent phases of ENCODE and
modENCODE [29,39], FAANG will mostly focus on tissue
samples. A first core set of tissues directly related to the
large number of quantitative phenotypes available in several domesticated species has been defined. This includes
skeletal muscle, adipose, liver, and tissues collected from
the reproductive, immune and nervous systems. We believe this will allow a more direct connection between
genome function and quantitative phenotype than the
transformed cell lines used extensively in the first phase of
the ENCODE project [39]. Both male and female progeny
will be sampled at neonatal and mature stages.
FAANG data types

Both ENCODE and the International Human Epigenome Consortium have defined robust experimental
protocols [40]. We will use these standards as a baseline,
adapting them where necessary to reflect the complexities of animal breeds and the different tissues available
for animal-based experiments. We plan to employ a few
specific core assays, which for the most part employ
technologies that work across all targeted species (RNA
sequencing, chromatin accessibility, and histone marks) as
well as have selected laboratories run these assays for the
community with standard protocols (Box 1). Additional
assays may be performed by individual research groups
based upon specific needs and research interests.
Common data infrastructure

Parallel sample and data collection from species ready to
implement FAANG

A high-quality reference genome assembly is a prerequisite to initiate a functional annotation effort. Consequently,
we propose to start by selecting taxonomically diverse species with high-quality genome assemblies. These species
need to have the support of their research community and
a critical mass of investigators, as demonstrated by expression of interest and willingness to use core assays and a
common data-sharing infrastructure. Currently, domesticated animal species that meet this requirement include
chicken, pig, cattle and sheep. We note, however, that research on other species (for example, goat, salmon and
catfish) is rapidly expanding the range of genomes suited
for a FAANG approach (Additional file 1).
The first phase of the FAANG project will focus on
sampling biological replicates representing a limited number of specific biological states to maximize comparisons
across species. Where possible, animals with minimal genetic diversity within a species will be sampled. For example, highly inbred lines of chicken can be used. While
each species’ community will decide on a particular breed,
genetic line or cross, FAANG members are committed to

Effective coordination, data management and robust quality control (QC) are essential to converting data generated
across multiple laboratories into knowledge. The FAANG
consortium will promote standardization of experimental
protocols and procedures in computational analysis. A
sampling coordination task force will promote standards
for sampling and storing conditions, including the documentation of animal origin and environmental conditions.
A FAANG Data Coordination Centre (DCC) and a Data
Analysis Centre (DAC) will be established to ensure highquality and standardized data generation and analysis, and
accessibility of the data to the wider community [41]. The
FAANG DCC will work with the Sequence, Variation and
Sample archives at European Molecular Biology Laboratory European Bioinformatics Institute and the National
Center for Biotechnology Information to ensure the data
are deposited, with suitable metadata descriptions, in the
appropriate archives. In addition, the FAANG DCC will
provide quality-controlled data to resources like Ensembl,
so that the improved annotation is available to the broadest audience possible. Appropriate metadata and data
quality standards for test samples will be defined, and the
DCC will help to collect and QC data generated by
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Box 1
Core assays:
Transcribed loci - Identifying the transcribed elements of the
genome is a key starting point for functional annotation.
RNA-sequencing data generated from libraries prepared using
stranded protocols [43], the species of interest, and a wide range of
tissues, cells and states are critical to describe transcript complexity,
including alternative splicing and non-coding RNAs [44-46].
Chromatin accessibility and architecture - Assay for
transposase-accessible chromatin sequencing (ATAC-seq), which
is based on direct in vitro transposition of sequencing adaptors
into native chromatin, represents a rapid and sensitive alternative
to DNaseI footprinting [47] for detecting open chromatin [48,49].
Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) to identify
sites bound by the highly conserved insulator-binding protein
CCCTC-binding factor can be useful for bridging the gap between
gene expression and nuclear organization [50].
Histone modification marks - The presence of modified
histones and the characterization of the sequences to which they
are bound will be assayed by well-standardized ChIP-seq assays
using validated antibodies that work across a broad range of
species. We will start with four histone modification marks among
those found most informative by the ENCODE projects [1,51]:

 Histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), which correlates
with promoters of active genes and transcription start sites;

 Histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylation (H3K27me3), which marks
genes that have been silenced through regional modification;

 Histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation (H3K27ac), which marks
active regulatory elements, and may distinguish active
enhancers and promoters from their inactive counterparts;
 H3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1), which marks
regulatory elements associated with enhancers and other
distal elements, but is also enriched downstream of
transcription start sites.
Additional assays:
Methylation - DNA methylation is a major epigenetic mark and
a well-known regulator of gene expression. Genome-wide analysis
of 5-methylcytosines can be performed at nucleotide-level
resolution by whole-genome or reduced representation bisulfite
sequencing [52].
Transcription factor binding sites - ChIP-seq assays can be
used to identify sequences bound by specific proteins [40].
However, generating and validating the antibodies necessary
will be the main challenge in mapping binding sites for the
diversity of transcription factors in species of interest.
Genome conformation - Methods of chromosome conformation
capture allow the study of the genome-wide chromatin
interactome. Hi-C is an upgraded method that provides information
about distal elements that, while far apart in the primary sequence,
are brought together because of chromosome folding [53,54]. Hi-C
results can be optimally integrated with those from other assays of
chromatin accessibility (for example, ATAC-seq).
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FAANG partners. The DCC will help groups to appropriately archive sample data and metadata and provide
mechanisms to share and access data [37]. Key tasks such
as mapping the primary sequence data to the appropriate
reference genome will be performed by the DCC. The
FAANG DAC will consist of distributed groups to establish the best bioinformatic pipelines to analyze FAANG
consortium data, and will work closely with the DCC to
ensure appropriate QC standards are defined.
Future expansion of covered species and diversity within
and between species

As reference genomes for new species are added across
the tree of life, new insights can be obtained through
functional analysis of such species. Thus, it will be important to continue to expand the evolutionary diversity
of FAANG over time.
It is expected that additional insights will be gained by
expanding the genetic diversity within a given species. This
fine-scale detail will provide invaluable insight into genetic
regulation of phenotypic diversity at a mechanistic level.
Furthermore, additional samples and species relevant to
specific groups will be collected. New samples may include
rumen tissues from ruminant species, mammary tissue
from mammals and fiber-producing tissue in animals
raised for fiber production. Many aquatic species are able
to produce interesting atypical progeny (double haploid and sex-reversed progeny) and both poultry and
aquatic species produce very large full-sibling cohorts.

Impact of FAANG
Similar to the ENCODE projects, the FAANG functional
maps will generate a comprehensive data resource to be
used by multiple groups, over a long time, for multiple
purposes [42]. Thanks to this organized effort in coordination and standardization, individual research groups will
be able to effectively use - and refer to - FAANG datasets,
as well as contribute their own datasets from specific
genome-to-phenome investigations in different species.
Overall, we predict completing the aims of the FAANG
project will enable the application of molecular phenotypes
to the prediction of complex phenotypes and further our
understanding of additive and non-additive genetic mechanisms such as dominance and epistasis. Such knowledge
can be applied to animal production, human and animal
health, evolution, adaptation, and understanding the role
of animals in their ecosystem. There is also evidence that
early developmental influences can affect transiently inherited acquired traits, indicating that epigenetic modifications
to the genome may be another important factor in understanding the inheritance of complex traits. FAANG will
provide critical basic information, which will be used to
improve food production and inform studies of agriculture,
biomedical science, evolution and the environment.
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